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Wireless charger 2-in-1 Choetech T603-F, holder (white)

Choetech T603-F 2-in-1 wireless inductive charger, handle (white).
Choetech T603-F is an inductive charger that supports charging two devices simultaneously. Its maximum output power is 15 watts. The
charger has 5 charging modes:  15W, 10W, 7.5W, 5W and 2.5W, so it  will  adapt to different types of  devices.  It  supports the MagSafe
wireless  magnetic  charging  function.  Another  advantage of  the  charger  is  its  phone holder  form,  which  gives  you a  firm grip  on  your
device.
 
Secure grip 
The charger, thanks to its design that resembles a standard phone holder, allows you to magnetically attach it to the case of your phone,
which you can hold securely thanks to the ring grip. It tilts 180 degrees away from the case, so you can place your phone on a table at a
comfortable angle and use your device while it charges. 
 
Magnetic charging
The  Choetech  T603-F  inductive  charger  allows  you  to  wirelessly  charge  your  iPhone  12  series  and  above,  so  you  don't  have  to  plug
cables  into  your  device  -  just  attach  the  charger  to  your  phone  case.  With  the  wireless  charger,  you  don't  have  to  worry  about
disconnected  cables  and  intermittent  charging.  Choetech  T603-F  fits  tightly  to  your  phone,  so  you  can  use  the  device  as  you  are
comfortable. 
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Voltage tailored to your device 
To ensure safety and optimal charging, the Choetech T603-F supports 5 charging modes: 15W, 10W, 7.5W, 5W and 2.5W. Each of them
supports charging with the appropriate power for the device to ensure fast and safe charging of equipment. The charger is compatible
with devices such as the iPhone, AirPods and Apple Watch. 
 
Package contents
Charger
Cable
Instructions
	Brand
	Choetech
	Model
	T603-F
	Color
	White
	Material
	Aluminum alloy PC
	Interface
	USB-C
	Cable length
	1m
	Input power
	5-12V/2A
	Output power
	15W
	Net weight
	150g
	Certifications
	ETL, RCM, FCC, CE, RoHS, PSE

Price:

Before: € 20.7993

Now: € 18.50
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